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Percipient and Solidatus partner to deliver an
integrated data lineage solution
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The collaborative efforts of data integrator, Percipient, and data lineage platform provider, 
Solidatus, has yielded a unique solution to help FIs track how data across multiple systems is 
flowing and changing. The combined platform offers FIs a means to meet the highest data 
governance standards, while ensuring that all data, regardless of source, is automatically and 
comprehensively captured.

Percipient: Next-gen data integration and APIs

Percipient UniConnect offers a set of advanced capabilities to ensure data is 

made accessible, regardless of its source, structure or type. 

Solidatus: Data lineage visualised

Solidatus offers an intuitive, simple to use, web-based application that gives 

businesses the ability to rapidly map and visualise their data landscape.
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No or little training required for 

users. 

Browser based application is 

usable in minutes 

Views can be easily shared with 

management and colleagues

Customisable models, filters 

and display rules

Tiered authorization 

Flexible top down or bottom up 

method for modelling data

Direct connectivity to real time and 

batch data

On-the-fly, replication-free data 

transformations 

On-Premise or in-the-cloud 

processing of distributed data

Timer or event driven scheduling 

facilities

Data delivery through a single 

gateway or via APIs

Highest standards of data 

governance and security



TMPercipient

Percipient + Solidatus: An architecture for today and the future

Introduction of a UniConnect layer between the FI’s data systems and the Solidatus platform allows for 

seamless aggregation of stored and streaming data. This data is delivered to the Solidatus interface 

minus time-consuming and resource-intensive manual processes. Users of the Solidatus platform can be 

confident that all metadata used by the FI is comprehensively captured and mapped.

Percipient + Solidatus: Data Governance for FIs

Percipient’s OEM solution for data integration brings distinct advantages to Solidatus’ 

data lineage platform:

Connectivity to all internal systems

Ability to track external data use

No delays due to manual downloads

Enable data transformations

Ability to leverage data for analytics

Integrated security protocols

UniConnect is the perfect complement to the Solidatus platform because it brings with 
it the data management capabilities that FIs need in order to meet ever-changing data 
governance rules

- Philip Miller, Co-Founder, Solidatus

The Solidatus snd Percipient partnership helps FIs not only use data more effectively, 
but also ensures that these advances are tracked and shared across the entire 
organisation

- Navin Suri, CEO, Percipient
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